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RP instead of 10. Increases could consist of augmenting damage with a given number
(such as +2) or increasing the Pen. However, this is simply a guideline and GMs are
free to create their own Reputation brackets.

Xeno Templates
 Xenos come in many shapes and sizes, all with unique features and qualities. One of
the major toolkits within Mercenary Breed is the ability to create your own xeno from
any of the scattered and possibly undiscovered regions of space. As previously stated,
there are probably 10,000 inhabitable planets within the Argo Galaxy, ready to be
populated by whatever the players and GM can dream of.
 To establish a baseline of available xenos and continue developing the basic
framework of the Argo Galaxy sandbox setting, we are including a handful of xeno
templates, to be used as backgrounds, here along with discussing what makes each
one unique.

Traits

 Because many xenos are creature-like, their xeno templates have a Traits column,
the same used for creating adversaries (such as those in Monsters of Legend). These
special traits allow for special circumstances not otherwise supported through
characteristics, attributes, and skills.

A���� S����� (C����� O��)
 One of the creature’s five senses is considered acute. When using that sense, it gains
a +20% bonus to Perception.

A���������
 The creature is semi-aquatic, being able to hold its breath underwater for up to
fifteen minutes and gaining a +30% bonus to Swim. Additionally, the creature uses its
normal Movement score when swimming.

A������
 The creature is aquatic and doesn’t drown. They gain a +40% bonus to Swim and
doubles their base Movement rate when swimming.

B��������
 The creature has some type of appendage or ability that allows them to burrow and
travel through the earth. Burrowing through the ground may be done at half the base
Movement rate.

C���-�������
 The creature is cold-blooded and can barely survive without heat. They incur a -40%
penalty to Resilience to resist the effects of a cold environment.

E������������ T�������� (C����� O��)
 The creature is particularly tolerant to a specific environment, able to survive much
better than others. They gain a +40% bonus to Resilience to resist the effects of that
environment.
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F�����
 The creature has wings or some type of supernatural ability allowing it to fly. It may
move through the air at its full base Movement rate and change altitude at half its base
Movement rate.

I������� (C����� O��)
 The creature is completely immune to the effects of the chosen specialty (such as
poison or disease). They do not suffer any ill effects when in contact with it nor do
they need to make any rolls to avoid it.

L�� L���� V�����
 The creature is able to see in the dark and ignores penalties for darkness and partial
darkness.

P�����
 The creature has a natural weapon that is poisonous. Targets that take damage from
a Natural Weapon attack must immediately make a Resilience test or become
paralyzed for 2D6 Combat Rounds.

P������ A���
 The creature has arms like a primate (or is a primate) used for running and climbing.
They gain a +30% bonus to Athletics for climbing, but cannot use a weapon, other than
Unarmed, in any Combat Round that they ran. Additionally, due to their large hands
to support them while running, they incur a -30% penalty to Mechanisms.

W��� W������
 The creature is able to move about on vertical surfaces, and even upside down on a
ceiling, with no additional equipment. The creature uses half its normal Movement
rate when moving this way.

Festoon (fes-tune)
 Festoons – as pronounced in the Argosian language because the native pronunciation
is not feasible by other species – are the eldest known species in the Argo galaxy. They
are humanoid but differ from their gemini allies in many ways. Their bodies are tall
and slender with a head that juts out at the back of the skull. They age significantly
slower than gemini and live considerably longer with an average life expectancy
between 250 and 300 years. However, it is believed that some festoons have mastered
the art of near immortality. Rumors abound of those who are over 1,000 years old.
 Their size varies little and their height averages between 2m and 2.25m. Even with
this towering height, their body mass is so low that their weight does not seem
comparable. Although they are slender, festoons are not fragile and have a very solid
bone structure. Each one has eight long fingers, eight long toes and ears that come to
a very slight point. Their skin tone tends to be dark with dark hair and vibrantly
colored eyes.
 The festoons loathe violence and typically look for the most diplomatic solution,
which led to their immediate friendship with the gemini. Their central government
contains many levels of administration. The main governing body consists of a group
of appointed elders. Their language is called Bah’hala and is often deemed as
unpronounceable, or at least confusing, by many within the gemini species. For this
purpose, the festoons use the Argosian language when interacting with other species.
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H������
 The festoons date back an estimated 100,000 years, although this is a best-guess
estimate. Their history is one of turmoil, disaster, and rebirth. It has been philoso-
phized that the festoons were responsible for the birth and advancement of the
geminis. While this is plausible, it’s only partially correct. The truth is much more
tragic.
 Around 4,000 years ago, the festoons were living in the far side of the galaxy,
thousands and thousands of light-years from their current home world of Lak’husa.
They lived a particularly fearful life as their docile nature made them targets for
particularly hostile alien species. The elders
spoke to the oracles and deemed that a
possible solution lay on the other side
of the galaxy. Plans were laid to move
the species elsewhere and flee their
degrading situation. They had the tech-
nology to get there, but keeping their
assailants from following was a
problem. So the elders laid out
a plan.
 The festoons, small in
numbers due to continued
raids, loaded their entire pop-
ulation onto a dozen galac-
tic vessels and planted
the seeds for the apoc-
alypse within their
home planet. They
lay in wait as the
last devastating
raid came crash-
ing down on the
planet. The invad-
ers found empty homes and abandoned
buildings. By entering space on the oppo-
site side of the planet and using their two
moons to shield the escape, the festoons
were able to unleash a massive bio
weapon upon the entire planet and
launch nuclear weapons toward their
antagonist’s docked vessels. The invad-
ing force was annihilated. Most of the
planet was destroyed, but eventually the
flora and fauna would find a way to rebuild.
 Following the oracles’ lead, they traveled
across the galaxy to find a new, safe home
world. The oracles had foretold a species of
sentient beings in their youthful stages that
may be key allies in the distant future.
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Contact was forbidden until the species reached the stars, so the festoons made
planet-fall on a neighboring planet they named Lak’husa. Life sustainability was low
so terraforming occurred immediately and bio-tech was installed to allow them to
survive. With a new home, the festoons began life anew and watched their neighboring
alien species.
 After many centuries, the alien species sent satellites into the skies allowing the
festoons to tap into their communications. They learned the alien species referred to
themselves as gemini and focused heavily upon democracy. The festoons began to
learn and master the gemini’s language for hope of future diplomatic relations. When
that day came, it was a joyous occasion.
 The gemini were mysteriously drawn to the planet of Lak’husa and welcomed with
open arms. The two species found common ground and a desire to help each other
out. The festoons desired the military safety the gemini were willing to provide while
in-turn provide new technologies for further inter-planetary travel to their newfound
allies. The future of the House of the Alliance was born, rooted deep in democracy.

G���������
 The festoons have an extremely convoluted system of government. Their adminis-
trative groups have multiple levels of “management” with red-tape running deep.
There seems to be no end to the amount of requests needed and sign-offs required
just to get a simple requisition completed. Sitting atop everything is an appointed
group of elders who make the most important decisions.
 Decisions concerning the festoon way of life and interaction with other species are
strictly performed by this group of elders. Appointed to the Elder Circle are the most
powerful oracles and psions. They weigh these decisions heavily on how they affect
their species and others around them before making a final decision. They do not
concern themselves with day-to-day activities, leaving that to the administration.
However, anything that affects the species as a whole must be first considered by the
Elder Circle.
 Festoon members of the House of the Alliance are part of the administration, but
ultimately report to the Elder Circle. They are given a sense of freedom until the
festoons are put in jeopardy. The elders are appointed by others within the Elder Circle
and not by the general population.

M�������
 Festoons loathe violence and do not possess an actual military. There are pockets
of organized volunteers who can muster in a minute’s notice, but they prefer stealth
tactics and the use of camouflage. The festoons instead rely upon the Allied Navy for
planetary defense and only build diplomatic, civilian, and space-faring exploration
vessels of their own. This is one reason why they stay very close to their gemini allies
and rarely populate planets on their own.
 Although the festoons avoid violence as a species, they do send a handful of their
most capable warriors to train with the gemini to become capable characters. In their
eyes, even though diplomacy is a preferred route, sometimes it’s not enough. If their
warriors can become part of the mercenary forces, maybe they can spread their
influence farther across the galaxy.
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S���� T�����
 Space travel has been an integral part of the festoon life for many millennia. It is not
known when they first reached the stars as much of their past has been destroyed, but
their technology has been forever retained. Festoons build the most capable space-
faring vessels including some of the best ships for long-distance, galactic travel.
 In addition, the festoons created and maintain the various space lanes throughout
the galaxy with the help of the Allied Navy. It is said that without festoon technology,
the gemini would never have left the solar system. As such, the festoons are relied
heavily upon for their technology, research, and especially space travel. Their civilian
designs are the most popular in the galaxy.

X��� R��������
 Since the festoons avoid combat, they have made very few enemies. Enemies are
more often formed due to an unwillingness to work together. Festoons have a difficult
time understanding xenos that aren’t interested in technology and diplomacy, rather
looking for trade and resources. While the gemini can assist and make new allies, the
festoons become confused and usually end regular discussions. While this is not meant
to be an antagonistic move, it is sometimes viewed that way.
 For this, the festoons have made a few other species angry, but none have initiated
combat. Besides, if they do, the weight of the Allied Navy would come bearing down
upon them.

M����� T����
 The festoons have become an integral part of the House of the Alliance and all xenos
involved. They travel confidently between allied planets and even enjoy a sense of
safety no matter where they go. As a society, they are welcomed as an intelligent
species with the greatest technology. In addition, they are sought for their wisdom
and teaching abilities. However, not all festoons spend their time teaching and
designing.
 As integral members of the Alliance, the festoons have learned to further harness
and enhance their spiritual and psionic tendencies. Mercenary forces seek them out
for protection against supernatural creatures and many types of unknown species.
They may not be apt to use guns, but their psionic powers carry some of the most
deadly effects as targets cannot see, nor expect, that power. A festoon’s mental strength
more than makes up for their lanky bodies and is as important as a projectile weapon.
 In addition to psionic powers, there are festoons known to harness the mysterious
power of the void. It is not truly known or understood how this is possible, but this
mental connection can produce incredible effects. While psionic powers tend to be
destructive, these divine-like powers tend toward defensive and protective.
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X��� T�������

Gemini (jem-ih-nye)
 Gemini are the dominate species in the Argo Galaxy and formally named it as such.
They are equivalent to slowly aging real-world humans, resulting in a life expectancy
of 120 years (150 years for those who can afford regular medical upkeep). Their
average height is between 1.75m and 2m for males and 1.5m and 1.8m for females.
Skin, hair, and eye color vary widely. For all intents and purposes, they are the Argo
Galaxy's equivalent of a human.
 The gemini are relatively peaceful and are not currently waging any major wars.
Minor conflicts occur from time-to-time, but nothing of substantial purpose has
happened for several decades. They are responsible for forming the House of the
Alliance and currently sit at its head, negotiating peace between all new species and
themselves. Their central language is Argosian, in reference to the name they gave the
galaxy, but dozens of dialects exist.
 There is no single, central government, but there are central governments for each
galactic region. Each planet is expected to properly govern itself under the watchful
eye of the Alliance.

H������
 The gemini’s history started roughly ten millennia ago. Their home world, Coursian,
sits in a spiral arm of the Argo Galaxy. As with many species, they spent centuries
growing and developing their society until reaching the stars 7,500 years later. They
began exploring their solar system, discovering an intelligent alien species, the festoon,
on a neighboring planet. The two quickly became, allies, trading partners, and friends.
 The festoons taught the gemini to achieve faster-than-light travel while the gemini
taught the festoons about diplomacy and democracy, upon which the gemini culture
is built. With their new technology, the gemini expanded their presence throughout
the Argo galaxy.

Common Skill
Bonuses Combat Styles Advanced Skills Traits
All festoon characters
gain the following
bonuses:
+30% to Culture (Own)
and Lore (Regional)
+10% bonus to
Evaluate, Insight, and
Perception

Festoon characters
choose two Combat
Styles from the
following, and gain
a +10% bonus to
each:
1H Sword,
Longarms, Pistols,
Polearm

All festoon
characters gain the
following Advanced
Skills:
Language (Bah’hala)
and Language
(Argosian) +50%

In addition, festoons
choose four
Advanced Skills
from the following:
Courtesy, Craft (any),
Culture (any),
Language (any),
Lore (any), Teaching

Festoon
characters do
not have
special traits.


